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ABSTRACT: Aqueous Au nanoparticles (NPs) are employed
as the building blocks to construct chainlike self-assembly
architectures, which greatly enhance the photothermal
performance at 808 nm. Biocompatible polypyrrole (PPy) is
further adopted as the package material to coat Au NP chains,
producing stable photothermal agents. As a result of
contributions from chainlike Au, the PPy shell, as well as the
Au−PPy composite structures, the capability of photothermal
transduction at 808 nm is greatly enhanced, represented by the
high photothermal transduction efficiency up to 70%. Primary
animal experiment proves that the current composite photo-
thermal agents are efficient in inhibiting tumor growth under
an 808 nm irradiation, showing the potentials for in vivo photothermal therapy.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Photothermal therapy on the basis of the conversion of near-
infrared (NIR) irradiation into heat energy by nanomaterials
has attracted much attention in the past few years because it
permits disease treatment via noninvasive and targeted
approaches.1−3 This capability shows the potentials in
establishing novel diagnostic and therapeutic methodologies,
such as optically induced drug release and selective treatment of
tumors, by minimizing the damage to healthy tissues and
organs.4−11 The tested photothermal nanomaterials include
organic compounds,12 polymers,13−15 carbon materials,16−18

inorganic materials,19−22 and their composites.23 Among these,
the inorganic nanomaterials, mainly composed of noble metals
and copper chalcogenides, are ones of most studied photo-
thermal agents, owing to their high photothermal transduction
efficiency (η).24−26 In addition, gold (Au)-based nanomaterials
are the focus of current research because of their flexibility in
morphology control.27−29 Au nanorods,30,31 nanoshells,32

nanostars,33,34,48−52 and nanocages28,35 strongly absorb NIR
light and have been proved to be good photothermal agents,
but the limitations in repeatable preparation and poor structure
stability upon NIR irradiation shed the doubt on further
applicability.36,37 In comparison, spherical Au nanoparticles
(NPs) possess good structure stability and can be prepared in
large scale with good repeatability, despite the low extinction at
the NIR region. For example, Au NPs have an extinction
coefficient approximating to 0 at 808 nm. Nevertheless, Au NPs

are potential candidates as photothermal agents, if the
extinction is tunable to NIR.
Multiplex assembly is the current workhorse in integrating

and enhancing the functionalities of given materials.38,39 For
example, self-assembly and co-assembly of NPs lead to
diversified architectures and the subsequent functional
improvement.40 Meanwhile, polymer coating of instable NPs
and their self-assembly architectures further enhance the
structural stability.36,37,41 To improve the photothermal trans-
duction effect of Au NPs in the NIR region, it is reasonable to
modulate the plasmon resonance absorption of Au via a self-
assembly strategy. We have demonstrated a controlled growth
of chains composed of aqueous Au NPs by virtue of
interparticle electrostatic repulsion, which led to a significant
shift of the extinction to the NIR region.42 However, the
colloidal stability of the chainlike Au NP architectures is poor.
Serious aggregation occurs in storing the Au chains, which
limits both the academic studies and the practical applications
as photothermal agents. Herein, biocompatible polypyrrole
(PPy) is adopted as the agent to coat Au NP chains, producing
stable photothermal self-assembly architectures. As a result of
contributions from the chainlike Au structure, PPy shell, as well
as the Au−PPy composite structures, the capability of
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photothermal transduction at 808 nm is greatly enhanced,
represented by the η up to 70%. Primary animal experiment
proves that the PPy-coated Au chains are effective in inhibiting
tumor growth under an 808 nm irradiation, acting as the
promising candidates for in vivo photothermal therapy.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. 1-Aminopyrrole (Py, 98%, Alfa Aesar), hydrogen

tetrachloroaurate(III) (HAuCl4, 99.9%, Alfa Aesar), sodium citrate
(99.0%, Sigma), dodecyl sodium sulfate (SDS, 99%, Alfa Aesar),
(NH4)2S2O8 (98%, Alfa Aesar), hexadecyltrimethylammonium chlor-
ide (CTAC, 25% in water, Fluka), styrene (St, 99%, Sigma),
divinylbenzene (DVB, 80%, Fluka), 2,2′-azobis(2-methylpropion-
amidine) dihydrochloride (AAPH, 97%, Aladdin), acrylic acid (AA,
99%, TCI), N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM, 99%, J&K CHEMICAL),
and N,N-methylenebisacrylamide (MBA, 99%, Sigma) were used as
received. In all experiments, deionized water was used.
Citrate-Stabilized Au NPs. The spherical Au NPs were prepared

in boiling water using citrate as the reducing agent cum capping ligand
according to the previous method.47 A 0.3 mL portion of 0.1 M
HAuCl4 was added into 170 mL of water. After addition of 5 mL of 2%
sodium citrate solution, the solution was heated to boiling and
maintained for 10 min. The mass concentration of the Au solution was
33.8 μg/mL.
PPy-Coated Au NP Chains. A 3 mL 100 mM Py aqueous solution

was added into 100 mL of Au NP solution under vigorous stirring for
5 min to induce the growth of NP chains at room temperature. The
increase of chain length was monitored by the UV−vis absorption
spectra. After the NP chains grow to a specific length, 6 mL of 40 mM
SDS, 6 mL of 100 mM Py, and 10 mL of 6 mM acidic (NH4)2S2O8
were added in turn to prevent the further growth of chains but initiate
polymerization. The reaction mixture was incubated at room
temperature for 24 h to complete the polymerization. The products
were centrifuged at 15 000 rpm for 20 min to discard the supernatant,
which excluded the influence of PPy NP self-nucleation on the
photothermal effect. The collected Au chains were redispersed in 10
mL of deionized water, which was stable in water for months without
obvious precipitation.
Decorating the Composite Au NP Chains with Other

Polymers. The secondary coating of PS-co-PDVB was performed as
follows: 60 μL of 3 M CTAC was added into 10 mL of as-prepared
composite Au chains under mechanical stirring. The temperature of
the solution was raised to 35 °C, and 20 μL of St and 10 μL of DVB
were added under stirring. After the temperature was raised to 70 °C,
40 μL of 0.1 M aqueous AAPH was added to initiate the
polymerization. The polymerization proceeded for 2 h. The products
were centrifuged at 15 000 rpm for 20 min to discard the supernatant.
The precipitates were dispersed in 15 mL of deionized water.
To further coat the composite Au chains with PNIPAM, the

solution of PS-co-PDVB/PPy-coated Au chains was purged with
nitrogen for 15 min, followed by addition of 0.1698 g of NIPAM and
0.022 g of MBA. After another 15 min purging, the nitrogen flow was
removed and 300 μL of 0.1 M AAPH was added to initiate
polymerization. 7−10 min later, the clear solution became turbid and
the polymerization was allowed to proceed for 3 h at 70 °C. Finally,
the mixture was cooled down to room temperature under stirring. To
remove unreacted monomers, oligomers, and Au-free microgels, the
mixture was diluted with 15 mL of water and centrifuged at 4000 rpm
for three times. The precipitates were collected and dispersed in water.
Using 0.02 mL of AA rather than 0.1698 g of NIPAM, PAA was
decorated on the composite Au chains, which achieved a carboxyl
surface for further bioconjugation.
Cytotoxicity Assay and Photothermal Effect of PPy-Coated

Au Chains. The hepatic stellate cells (HSC-T6) and hepatoma cells
(HEPG2) were cultured in standard cell media. Cells were incubated
with different concentrations of PPy-coated Au chains for 24 h. The
cell viability was evaluated for HSC-T6 and HEPG2 by a standard
methyl thiazolyl tetrozolium (MTT) assay on 96-well plates; 570 nm
was the exact wavelength for MTT assay. To exclude the background

absorbance of Au NPs, a control group without cells was measured by
fixing other experimental parameters. In the MTT assay, this
background was deducted. In studying the photothermal effect,
HEPG2 cells were incubated with and without 0.25 mg/mL PPy-
coated Au chains for 4 h, and exposed to an 808 nm NIR laser with
different power densities for 3 min. The plates were analyzed for cell
viability using MTT assay. Each experiment was repeated three times.

Animal Experiments. Male Kunming mice were injected with 0.2
mL of a 1 × 107 H22 cell suspension in 0.9 % saline on the left
shoulders. For the photothermal therapy, mice bearing H22 tumors
were injected with 0.1 mL of 0.5 mg/mL PPy-coated Au chains. The
control groups were injected with the same volume of saline. Mice
with and without PPy-coated Au chains were irradiated by an 808 nm
NIR laser with the power density of 2 W/cm2 for 3 min. Fourteen days
later, some of the mice were killed and the tumors were taken out for
weighing and photographing. We chose hepatic carcinoma because
H22 cells could be cultured in large quantity (107) and the tumor
model could be established with unimmunocompromised Kunming
mice. If HEPG2 was used for plantation, nude mice should be adopted
in order to establish the tumor model, which was limited by the
experimental conditions. Consequently, mice bearing H22 were
adopted for the primary animal experiments to show the capability
of our photothermal agents for inhibiting tumor growth.

Characterization. UV−visible absorption spectra were obtained
using a UV-3600 UV−vis spectrophotometer at room temperature
under ambient conditions. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
was conducted using a Hitachi H-800 electron microscope at an
acceleration voltage of 200 kV with a CCD camera. Dynamic light
scattering (DLS) measurements were performed using a Zetasizer
NanoZS (Malvern Instruments). In the study of photothermal effect,
an 808 nm diode laser (LEO photonics Co. Ltd) was employed with
the output power tunable from 0 to 10 W/cm2. The temperature
increment under laser irradiation is determined in a quartz cell with tin
foil capped to prevent the vaporization of water (Figure S1, Supporting
Information). A 2.0 mL portion of solution was added into a 1 × 1 × 4
cm quartz pool and irradiated by an 808 nm laser with the output
power of 3.5 W/cm2 for 5 min. The variation of the temperature was
immediately measured after irradiation. The concentration effect was
studied by diluting the PPy-coated Au NP chains to specific
concentrations. The output power and irradiation duration were
fixed at 3.5 W/cm2 and 5 min, respectively. The effect of output power
was revealed by irradiating the PPy-coated Au NP chains with a
specific output power for 2 min. The concentration of Au was 33.8 μg/
mL. As a comparison, the composite Au chains were also irradiated
using a 660 nm laser with the output power of 2 W/cm2 (Table S3,
Supporting Information).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our experiment, the growth of Au NP chains is induced
through the addition of pyrrole (Py) into the aqueous solution
of citrate-stabilized Au NPs (see the Experimental Section).
The average diameter of the Au NPs is 14 nm. The length of
NP chains is controllable by altering the Py content and the
duration of chain growth (Figures S2 and S3, Supporting
Information). With increasing the length of NP chains, an
obvious shift of Au extinction toward the NIR region is found.
As demonstrated in our previous work,42 aqueous Au NPs are
able to self-assemble into chainlike architectures in the presence
of electrolytes and/or water-miscible solvents. As an electrolyte,
Py is capable of inducing NP self-assembly, which adsorbs on
the NPs and greatly lowers the interparticle electrostatic
repulsion. Because the decrease of long-range electrostatic
repulsion is more obvious than short-range dipolar attraction,
an anisotropic chain growth is triggered.42 Although electro-
static repulsion is isotropic, it can greatly enforce the
anisotropic self-assembly in the presence of anisotropic dipolar
interaction. When the NP chains grow to a specific length, a
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protective PPy shell polymerizes around each NP chain. After
24 h of incubation at room temperature to complete the
polymerization, PPy-coated chainlike Au NP architectures are
prepared (Figure 1). The chain length distribution profile

reveals that the number of NPs in the composite Au chains is
controllable (Figure 1, insets). The thickness of the PPy shell is
also adjustable by altering the concentration of Py (Figure 2).
The PPy coating greatly improves the structural stability of Au
chains. No obvious aggregation and spectral shift are found
even after months of storage in water (Figure S4, Supporting
Information).
The PPy-coated chainlike Au NP architectures exhibit good

photothermal effect. When irradiated by an 808 nm laser, a
dramatic temperature increment of the solution is observed
(Figure 3). Temperature increment elevates as the composite
architecture concentration and laser power increase (Figure
3a−c). In addition, a 660 nm laser is also capable of elevating
the solution temperature (Figure 3b), because the composite
architectures possess improved extinction in the NIR region
between 650 and 900 nm. To reduce the tissue self-absorption
and the damage to the organism, an 808 nm laser is employed

in the following investigation. Figure 3d compares the
temperature increment of the composite Au chains with
different lengths by fixing the amount of Au and PPy. After 5
min of irradiation with a 3.5 W/cm2 laser, the solution of single
NP-based composites exhibits a temperature increment of 26.4
°C, whereas the composites with an average chain length of 2,
4, 6, 10, and 12 NPs elevate the temperature 28.4, 29.2, 30.3,
32.8, and 34.4 °C, respectively. This result clearly indicates that
the composite architectures with longer NP chains possess
better photothermal performance. The photothermal stability
of composite architectures is indicated in Figure 4a,b. After six
cycles of heating and cooling under 3.5 W/cm2 laser irradiation,
only a slight decrease in the absorption spectrum and the final
temperature elevation are observed, showing the good
photothermal stability of PPy-coated chainlike architectures.
On the basis of time-dependent temperature increment and

energy exchange equilibrium, the η of bare and PPy-coated Au
chains with different lengths is calculated according to eq 1
(Figure 5, S5 (Supporting Information), and Table 1)43

η =
− −
− −

hS T T Q

P

( )

(1 10 )A
max surr 0

808 (1)

where h is heat transfer coefficient, S is the surface area of the
container, Tmax is the equilibrium temperature, Tsurr is the
ambient temperature, Q0 represents the heat generated by NPs
and quartz cell under laser irradiation, P is incident laser power,
and A808 is the absorption intensity of NPs at 808 nm. In the
absence of a PPy shell, the η increases from 17.8% to more than
70% after assembling the isolated NPs into chains (Table 1).
The improved photothermal performance results from the
plasmon coupling of the neighboring NPs within the Au chains,
which leads to the shift of the Au extinction toward NIR. As a
result, the η is greatly improved for the NP chains with

Figure 1. Extinction spectra (a) and TEM images (b−f) of the PPy-
coated Au NP chains with different lengths that are prepared by
adding 150 μL of Py into 5 mL of Au solution, aging for 1 (b), 3 (c), 5
(d), 7 (e), and 9 (f) h, and adding (NH4)2S2O8 to initiate
polymerization. The Au NP concentration is 33.8 μg/mL. The
average length is 1, 3, 6, 10, and 12 NPs, respectively. Insets: the
distribution profile of the Au chains. 200 chains are counted.

Figure 2. Extinction spectra (a) and TEM images (b−d) of the Au NP
chains with different thicknesses of PPy shell. To induce the self-
assembly of Au NPs, 150 μL of Py is added into 5 mL of Au solution
and aged for 8 h. 100 (b), 300 (c), and 500 (d) μL of Py and 0.68 mg
of (NH4)2S2O8 are further added to produce the PPy shell with the
thickness of 7.8, 12.4, and 19.7 nm, respectively.
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enhanced NIR extinction. The longer NP chains possess a
larger size, thus showing the slightly decreased η from Rayleigh
scattering.44 After PPy coating, the composite Au chains with
an average length of 1 and 2 NPs exhibit the η increase, whereas
longer chains show the η decrease (Table 1), which is
seemingly inconsistent with the direct measurement of
temperature increment (Figure 3d). This implies that the
photothermal transduction is not solely dependent on the η of
given materials, but the capability of absorbing light. The longer
Au chains possess a larger size and subsequently stronger NIR
extinction, thus leading to a more obvious temperature
increment (Figure 3d). Nevertheless, η is a basic parameter
to estimate the photothermal transduction behavior of given
materials.
Table 1 also implies that the PPy shell of composite Au

chains may contribute to η and photothermal transduction, in
particular for the shorter chains. To reveal the effect of PPy, the
composite Au chains with fixed length, but altered PPy
thickness, is studied (Figure 2a and Figure S6, Supporting
Information). A clear temperature increment from 29.7 to 34.9
°C is observed with increasing the thickness of the PPy shell
from 0 to 14.5 nm. In addition, pure PPy NPs solution
possesses a broad absorption over 800 nm and the apparent
color of dark green (Figure S7, Supporting Information). These
facts mean that PPy is capable of absorbing NIR irradiation.
Most recently, Liu, Dai, and Zheng took advantage of the
strong NIR absorbance of sub-100 nm PPy NPs for
photothermal treatment of tumor cells.13−15 With a few
minutes irradiation with an 808 nm laser, the system
temperature increases from room temperature to over 50 °C,
which can kill tumor cells. The reported η of PPy at 808 nm is
44.7%,15 which is lower than that of Au chains (Table 1). In

particular, the total amount of PPy in our system is less than
that of Au. Thus, PPy shells do not play the key role in the
photothermal transduction (Figure S6 and Table S1,
Supporting Information).
It should be mentioned that, in comparison with the bare Au

chains, a PPy-thickness-dependent extinction red shift of
composite Au chains is found, which is simultaneously
accompanied with an increase of extinction intensity (Figure
2a). In addition, the total temperature increment is always
larger than the sum of the contributions from Au chains and the
PPy shell. These imply that, besides the Au chains and PPy
shell, the improved photothermal effect may be related to the
core−shell structure of composite Au chains. Figure 6 indicates
the absorption spectra of the Au NPs mixed with different
amounts and sizes of PPy NPs. No spectral shift is observed for
such mixtures, firmly proving the contribution of Au−PPy
composite structures. It is known that the optical plasmon
resonance is associated with the collective oscillation of the
conduction electrons confined in the NPs.1 The electron
oscillation generates positive cores and delocalized electrons
around the cores. According to the Mie theory,45 the electron
vibration in the NPs is confined in a smaller space as they are
coated with a polymer shell, which shortens the extent of
electron vibration and results in the red shift of plasmon
resonance absorption. Moreover, surface polarization can
provide a restoring force that directly influences the extent of
electron vibration. PPy is a conductive polymer. When PPy is
exposed to external irradiation, the electromagnetic field will
make it polarization, thus enhancing the restoring force and
shortening the extent of electron vibration. Consequently, the
formation of composite structures promotes the red shift of the
extinction peak to NIR.

Figure 3. (a−c) The temperature increment versus irradiation time of the Au chains composed of 10 NPs. (a) Different concentrations under a 3.5
W/cm2, 808 nm laser. (b) Different concentrations under a 2 W/cm2, 660 nm laser. (c) Different power densities of 808 nm laser at the
concentration of 42.2 μg/mL. (d) The temperature increment versus the length of PPy-coated Au chains under 3.5 W/cm2, 808 nm laser irradiation
for 5 min at the concentration of 33.8 μg/mL. The initial temperature is 20 °C.
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The spectral red shift is always accompanied with the
increase of extinction intensity. Basically, three parts, namely,
Au NP chains, PPy, and the composite structures, contribute to
the extinction. Because the amount of Au NPs and PPy are
fixed, the extinction intensity increase should result from the
composite structures. Extinction intensity is associated with the
number of electrons available in the oscillation system.46 As
polarized under external electromagnetic field, the PPy shell can

provide additional electrons oscillating with those accounted
for the Au surface plasmon resonance. More electrons are
supplied by a thicker PPy shell, and hence, the extinction
continuously increases with the increase of PPy thickness. Note
that, apart from the contribution on electron oscillation, the
PPy shell also increases the size of composite Au chains and the
subsequent Rayleigh scattering. As a result, the slight decrease
of η is observed for the Au chains after PPy coating (Table 1).

Figure 4. Photothermal (a, b) and physiological (c) stability of PPy-coated chainlike architectures. Absorption spectra before and after irradiation
(a), and real-time temperature record (b) of 42.2 μg/mL composite architecture solution that are irradiated by a 3.5 W/cm2, 808 nm laser from
room temperature to top temperature for 6 cycles. (c) The photograph of 21.1 μg/mL composite architectures that are dispersed in water, PBS, and
cell culture without and with 10% fetal bovine serum for 7 days.

Figure 5. (a) Photothermal effect of the irradiation of the 13.35 μg/mL aqueous solution of PPy-coated Au chains with a 3.5 W/cm2, 808 nm laser.
The solution is irradiated for 1050 s using a 3.5 W/cm2, 808 nm laser and cooled to room temperature under ambient environment. (b) Time
constant for heat transfer from the system is determined to be τs = 415.7 s by applying the linear time data from the cooling period (after 1050 s)
versus negative natural logarithm of driving force temperature.
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For better revealing the contributions from Au NPs, the PPy
shell, and the Au−PPy composite structures, a simple system is
compared, namely, single NPs coated with PPy (Figure S8,
Supporting Information). For the composite NPs with a 17.4
nm PPy shell, the temperature increment is more than 20 times
higher than that of bare NPs (Figure S8f). Extinction spectra
clearly exhibit that the composite NPs with thicker PPy possess
a higher extinction intensity and red shifted extinction peaks
(Figure S8e), consistent with the observation about the
composite Au chains. These results also indicate that the
contribution of PPy is dominant for PPy-coated single NPs,
which is very different from PPy-coated Au NP chains, whereas
the contribution from composite structures is similar (Table S1,
Supporting Information). The PPy-coated Au chains are further
coated with other polymers, such as polystyrene (PS).
Additional red shift of the extinction peak is also observed

(Figure S9, Supporting Information). Finally, functional groups,
such as amine and carboxyl, can be modified on PPy-coated Au
architectures via copolymerization route (Figure S10 and Table
S2, Supporting Information), thus allowing the further
conjugation with biomolecules for photothermal therapy.
One obvious advantage of PPy-coated Au chains over pure

PPy NPs is the capability of generating enough heat from
smaller nano-objects. For PPy NPs, the photothermal trans-
duction effect relates to their diameter (Figure S7, Supporting
Information). Only the PPy NPs with a diameter larger than 70
nm exhibit efficient photothermal transduction.13 In compar-
ison, PPy-coated single Au NPs already indicate a much
stronger photothermal transduction effect, the diameter of
which is only 25 nm (Figure 1b). Even for the composite Au
chains with a length of 6 NPs, the size is 30 × 70 nm (Figure
1d), still smaller than PPy NPs. It is known that the NP size

Table 1. Summary of the 808 nm Photothermal Transduction Efficiency (η) of Bare and PPy-Coated Au Chains with Different
Lengthsa

length (NP number)

1 2 4 6 8 10 12

η (%) bare chains 17.8 50.3 71.4 69.2 68.8 68.5 67.2
composite chains 66.1 70.5 64.4 62.4 62.0 61.4 59.8

aFor PPy-coated Au chains, the PPy thickness is fixed at 14.5 nm and the concentration of Au NPs is 33.8 μg/mL.

Figure 6. UV−vis absorption spectra of the aqueous Au NPs with the addition of different amounts (a) and sizes (b) of PPy particles. The volume of
Au solution is 2 mL. The concentration of PPy is 0.05 mM referring to Py.

Figure 7. In vitro cell experiments. (a) Cytotoxicity of PPy-coated Au chains, which is tested by incubating HSC-T6 and HEPG2 cells in 100 μL of
culture medium with different concentrations of PPy-coated Au chains for 24 h, followed by MTT assay. (b) HEPG2 cell viabilities under 808 nm
laser irradiation with different power densities for 3 min in 100 μL of culture medium with and without 0.25 mg/mL PPy-coated Au chains. Data are
shown as the means ± standard error of the means; ∗, p < 0.05; ∗∗, p < 0.01; and ∗∗∗, p < 0.001.
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greatly affects biodistribution and cellular uptake. Smaller NPs
exhibit a decreased footprint, which will shorten uptake and
circulation times for in vivo photothermal therapy.
To demonstrate the potentials of PPy-coated Au chains as

photothermal agents, the physiological stability in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) and cell culture with and without 10%
fetal bovine serum is studied (Figure 4c). After 7 days of
incubation, the composite architectures kept stable both in
water and in cell cultures. The serious aggregation in PBS is
attributed to the reduced electrostatic repulsion at pH 7.4
rather than the deconstruction of the composite architectures.
The cytotoxicity is investigated through standard MTT assay of
the viabilities of hepatic stellate cells (HSC-T6) and hepatoma
cells (HEPG2) (Figure 7a). The HSC-T6 and HEPG2 are
incubated in the culture medium for 24 h with the addition of
PPy-coated Au chains. As the concentration of PPy-coated Au
chains is lower than 100 μg/mL, no obvious toxicity is found
for both HSC-T6 and HEPG2. It means that this dosage is safe
for both normal cells and tumor cells. Even when the
concentration is increased to 500 μg/mL, the relative viabilities
remain more than 70%. Such viability is similar with the
previously reported photothermal agents of pure PPy
particles.14 The low cytotoxicity is attributed to the
biocompatible PPy shell, which suppresses the release of
inner toxic composition.48

The in vitro photothermal effect is studied by comparing the
viabilities of HEPG2 under NIR laser irradiation in the
presence and absence of PPy-coated Au chains (Figure 7b).
After 4 h of incubation of HEPG2 with 250 μg/mL composite
Au chain solution, the cells are irradiated by an 808 nm laser
with different power densities for 3 min. After NIR irradiation,
the cells are double-stained with fluorescent dyes to count the
viabilities.34 An obvious viability decrease with the increase of
power density is found, showing the capability of photothermal
tumor cell ablation by PPy-coated Au chains. As the power
density reaches 1.7 W/cm2, the viability already decreases to
20%. In comparison, the 808 nm irradiation in the absence of
composite Au chains does not lower the viabilities of HEPG2 in
the tested power range. Note that, in the current studies, lower
power density and shorter irradiation time are adoptable,
because of the higher η of PPy-coated Au chains than the
previously reported PPy particles.14 This exhibits the advantage
of PPy-coated Au chains as the competitive photothermal
agents of PPy particles by lowering the irradiation power close
to the acceptable dosage of the human body, though 1.7 W/
cm2 is still higher than the safety limitation according to the
American National Standards Institute Laser Safety Standards
(0.33 W/cm2).
The in vivo photothermal therapy with PPy-coated Au chains

is tested using H22 tumor-bearing mice with five mice per
group (Figure 8). For the treated group, 0.1 mL of a suspension
of 0.5 mg/mL PPy-coated Au chains (the dose is 2 mg/kg) is
injected into the tumors. Subsequently, the tumors are
irradiated by an 808 nm laser with the power density of 2
W/cm2. A sharp decrease of tumor volume is observed in
comparison to the untreated group, laser-only group, and NP
only group (Figure 8a−d). After 14 days of observation, tumors
are taken out for photographing and weighing (Figure 8,
insets). The average weight of tumors of the treated group is
0.83 g, much lighter than that of the other groups. In addition,
the mice of the treated group can live longer than 21 days,
whereas all the mice are dead in the other groups after 18 days

(Figure 8e). These results strongly suggest that the PPy-coated
Au chains are effective in photothermal treatment of tumors.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we demonstrate the good photothermal perform-
ance of PPy-coated Au NP chains. The η is up to 70% at 808
nm. The three parts, namely, the chainlike structure of Au NPs,
the strong absorption of PPy at the NIR region, and the unique
structure of PPy-coated Au NPs, contribute to the photo-
thermal performance. Meanwhile, the PPy shell also enhances
the structural stability of the nanocomposites. Because of the
good biocompatibility and low toxicity of PPy, the current
effort is expected to further promote the practical applications
of nanocomposite photothermal agents in establishing novel
diagnostic and therapeutic methodologies.
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Figure 8. In vivo photothermal therapy. (a−d) Typical photographs
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group (c), and both laser irradiated and NP injected group (d). Insets:
typical tumors taken from the aforementioned mice; the average
weight is 4.93, 3.68, 2.64, and 0.83 g, respectively. (e) Survival rate of
the mice for each group.
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